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What do we mean by innovation in evaluation?

A change – at least in that setting-

That adds value – such as solving a problem, meeting a need, requiring fewer 
resources
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Some types of innovation

Invention
New technology or new process

Transfer or translation
Bringing in an idea from another setting or another purpose, and possibly 
adapting it

Bricolage
Gathering together existing elements in a new way

Systematisation
Documenting and making explicit and systematic some existing practices
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When does innovation arise?
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http://www.globoforce.com/gfblog/2013/happiness-flow-and-how-to-be-a-better-leader/



Where are some areas of evaluation practice 
where innovation might be needed?
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Innovation across the range of evaluation tasks





Some evaluation challenges where innovation might help 

1. How can innovation help us to meet the challenges of the 4 
competing imperatives of utility, validity, feasibility and propriety? 

2. How can evaluations gather ‘good enough’ data in time to inform 
decisions? 

3. How can evaluations ensure the values of intended beneficiaries 
are taken into account?

4. How can evaluations synthesise evidence and values 
systematically to draw evaluative conclusions?

5. How can evaluations make reasonable claims about the impacts 
of programs, given the influence of other factors?

6. How can evaluations draw causal conclusions when it is not 
possible to construct a credible counterfactual?

7. How can evaluation designs include an emergent element to 
accommodate emerging issues and understandings?



Some strategies for supporting appropriate choice of 
innovations

Rogers’ theory of innovation - the importance of:

• Relative advantage – clear, unambiguous advantage in terms of effectiveness or 
cost-effectiveness

• Compatibility with existing systems

• Ease of use

• Trialability

What are other factors affecting the likely suitability of an innovation?
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Some strategies for supporting appropriate use  of 
innovations

1. Gather existing knowledge about the innovation, including possible technical 
support

2. Do a trial in one or more sites and visibly evaluate it

3. Share learnings 

4. Provide support for further uptake

USAID Complexity-Aware Monitoring ‘Shepherding new methods

What are other strategies to support implementation of innovations?
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For each of the following 4 innovations…

CHOOSING

1. Do you think this might be useful for you to use?  Why or why not?

2. What other information and assistance would be useful to have in order to make 
this choice?

3. How might you get this?

USING

1. What other information and assistance would be useful to have in order to use this 
innovation well?

2. How might you get this?
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Innovation example 1: Negative program theory
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IMPROVED STUDENT LEARNING

HIGH STAKES TESTING OF STUDENTS



Innovation example 1: Negative program theory
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WORSE STUDENT MENTAL HEALTH

HIGH STAKES TESTING OF STUDENTS



Innovation example 1: Negative program theory
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WORSE STUDENT LEARNING

HIGH STAKES TESTING OF STUDENTS



Innovation example 2: Big Data
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Innovation example 3: Realist Evaluation
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Innovation example 4: EvalC3 – evaluating complex causal 
configurations
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It enables users to:

a.identify sets of attributes that describe a project intervention & its context, and which 
are good predictors of the achievement of an outcome of interest, 

b.compare and evaluate the performance of these predictive models, and

c.identify relevant cases for follow-up within-case investigations to uncover any causal 
mechanisms at work.

•Can be used during a project evaluation (also has other uses)

•Causes of effects” analysis: To identify what combination(s) of project activities (and 
their contexts) were associated with a significant improvement in beneficiaries lives.

•“Effects of causes” analysis: To identify what combinations of improvements in 
beneficiaries lives were associated with a specific project activity (or combination of)

•To identify “positive deviants” – cases where success is being achieved despite the 
fact that failure is the most common outcome

•https://evalc3.net/
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What other innovations might you consider?

8  Global Innovations in Measurement 
and Evaluation

1.User-Centric Evaluation

2.Shared Measurement and Evaluation

3.Theory-Based Evaluation

4.Impact Management – so evaluation 
feeds back into programme delivery

5.Data Linkage

6.Big Data

7.Remote Sensing

8.Data visualisation

Some other innovations

1.Children as evaluators

2.Community scorecards

3.Positive deviance

4.Mobile device data collection

5.Community mapping

6.Citizen juries

7.Realist synthesis

8.Infographics

9.Rapid impact assessment

10.Co-design
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Supporting innovation

• As individuals

• As organisations

• Through the AES and other 
organisations

• Through BetterEvaluation as 
a platform for co-creating 
and sharing knowledge 
about evaluation methods 
and processes
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